Since 2002 the Department of Library Science at Humboldt University Berlin offers undergraduate students a seminar on the aspect: "Turning an idea into a book" during every summer term. The class is held by Petra Hauke, M.A.
More than 20 experts were asked to write essays about this issue. Although there hasn't been so much time -only six to seven weeks -almost each asked librarian or LIS scholar promised to give a submission.
Finally the book contains 19 articles about different important points of view, pros and cons of the German cataloguing rules or the AACR as well as the difference between the German MAB format and the Anglo-American MARC format. "RAK versus AACR" offers articles e. g. about national and international standards, about the theory of library catalogues und search engines, about globalization and its affects to librarianship, about further solutions than RAK or AACR, about experiences in Germany and Switzerland in adapting AACR and MARC. There is also a compact bibliography of printed materials and electronic sources on this issue. The book was published October 2002. There have been many positive reviews as well as an invitation to present the project in the Berlin Brandenburg Library Science Colloquium.
Today there is no longer any discussion to change the rules -what had meant to rewrite both all traditional as well as electronic catalogues -but to change the format and to use MARC. As for the rules Germany decided to take a "third path" what means to develop RAK in the way of approaching international standards without rewriting any catalogues. Perhaps our book "RAK versus AACR" was helpful for the decision-makers.
A matter of honour!? Voluntary work in Public Libraries
Positive and negative aspects of voluntary work have been debated for a long time. But in libraries in particular this is a timely topic as governments are spending fewer and fewer money on culture and education. The foundation boom of friends of libraries groups in the nineties in Germany is evidence for that. Nevertheless, voluntary work always has been seen in a strictly critical way. Are the andvantages of voluntary work (e. g. more social activities in libraries) really able to dispel the worries about professionalism in the job etc.?
A conference as an idea for a book A conference titled "Possibilities of Voluntary Educational Work in Libraries" took place in May 2003 at Free University Berlin to get ahead in this controversial discussion. The key objective was to discuss different experiences.
When the topic of the conference was announced in January 2003 an idea was born: What about opening the conference's contents to a broader audience. The conference's organizer was enthusiasted about that idea. Supplemented by more articles, a documentation of the conference should be created as part of the seminar "Turning an Idea into a Book" in the summer term of 2003.
Only 12 weeks to publish a book -tasks and activities
The tasks and activities of the class participants were multiple. In addition to the seminar's teaching schedule the students visited a famous publishing company in Berlin (de Gruyter), to learn more about the publishing business.
It wasn't less important to deal with the publication's topic. An introduction to "Voluntary Work in Libraries" was essential. Relevant terms had to be defined and the significance and functions of voluntary work in public libraries had to be discussed. The students got the chance to attend the conference and to meet the speakers and future authors.
It was decided to publish the book in the series "Library and Society" at the publishing house Bock+Herchen in order to reach best the target group of public libraries as well as people who might be willing to volunteer in libraries. Bock+Herchen agreed and published the book in autumn 2003.
The students were also active in promoting the book. An advertisement, published in the German library journal BuB, was placed directly next to the conference-report, which too was written by students. The book project itself was presented on several events e. g. on the Berlin-Brandenburg Library Science Colloquium. One highlight was a radio transmission with interviews about the seminar and its concept, which was broadcasted on 3 rd July 2003 in "Deutschlandradio".
Positions -Models -Basics: The Content of the Book 30 articles offer a wide spectrum of theoretical reflections, field reports and proposals for voluntary work. They're supplemented by a comprehensive bibliography.
Fundamental theses to the topics voluntary work, civil society and civil engagement are summarized in the field "Positions". Volunteers are very important for libraries dealing with decreasing budgets. But of course they should not take over the professional librians' job but do only addional work like encouraging reading skills with children, organizing events etc. Practical experiences with volunteers are described under the heading "Models". Examples come from USA and Germany, from public libraries as well as from church libraries, telling about working with children, youths or pensioners.
The book offers with "Basics" e. g. a model contract and -translated into German by a student -the very useful "Guidelines" of the British Chartered Insitute of Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) for the assignment of volunteers in libraries. As a model of joint venture the German translation will be assumed by CILIP for their prospected German homepage.
"Very recommendable"
The book received very positive reviews not only in library journals. The German Library Association judged it "very recommendable." The director of the former German Library Institute, Prof. Guenther Beyersdorff, found that the special merit was to disengage the discussion from the "One-Way-Dimensionality" which had been present for a long time. Prof. Dagmar Jank, Potsdam, found that this kind of seminar has to be valued in the context of university didactics. "The students try out their abilities under real-life conditions, learn teamwork, they have to meet deadlines, cooperate with authors and publishing houses, in short: such a project trains the presently high rated 'social skills' […] ." Participation in such a project is a kind of social engagement for the students themselves. Bibliothekswissenschaft' meant and therefore, it has to be stressed, summarily decided to close the Institute, the last of its kind in Germany.
International contributions
Under the headline "Library science -quo vadis?" the seminar's goal was to create a book that would define the role of Library Science and its ability to adapt to the demands of the fast-paced information society. It is definitely not easy, and maybe not even possible, to find the one and only answer to the question of what Library Science exactly is. A lot of answers are conceivable and every one could be right in its own focus on Library Science.
A great number of prominent authors and experts in the field were contacted for written contributions. The response was overwhelmingly positive. Well-known IFLA-members and chairs among them Rainer Kuhlen, Hans-Christoph Hobohm, Claudia Lux and Thomas Hapke, promised to write essays. Also an impressive number of leading international experts, including Michael Buckland, Carol Tenopir, Josef Herget and Hans Roosendaal were interested in participating in the discussion. 
Library Science as a separate discipline
Having arisen from a kind of protest against the closing of the Institute of Library and Information Science at Humboldt University in Berlin, the book now presents the history, the current position and the future of Library Science, not only in Germany but also in other European countries and the USA. The book regards Library Science from various positions and reflects as well points of view as problems of electronic publishing, eLearning and information ethics, the 'Open Access' debate, conveying information competence to (not only) universities, reciprocation between the economy, politics and libraries, and also library science training in view of librarianship in practice. In conclusion this book justifies the Library Science's right to exist as a separate discipline and makes its contribution to the perception of Library Science not only at Humboldt University.
"With a little help from my friends"
The last book project took place in the summer term 2005, and this time it was our class which provided the idea for a conference. On the basis of the papers given at the workshop and further texts by well-known experts, the class produced an anthology on the topic which aims to provide new insights into the work of voluntary organisations in civil society who devote their time to libraries. In addition to the conference papers there are more general reports on voluntary (library-)work in the civil society. Rounding off the book also contains a useful annex which includes an extract from the German statute book with all statues important for friends of libraries groups, as well as examples on legal aspects, information flyers, well-designed websites, a list of addresses of all German friends of libraries groups and a comprehensive bibliography which charts the development of the concept overs the last 80 years.
Wasn't it a wonderful coincidence that at the same time the DBV (German Library Association) -not knowing about the actual book project at our institute -decided to give much more support to friends of libraries groups. When the DBV chair was invited to speak on the conference, he was very much impressed about the project. He assured to give any assistance which might needed. Finally the German Library Association ordered 2,500 copies of the handbook to give them -for free! -to their members who are libraries as well as friends of libraries groups. It seems that this time we produced our first bestseller! All articles contained in this book are freely available in PDF format on the institute's homepage: www.ib.hu-berlin.de/buchidee. A Creative Commons License for all articles is still in process.
New challenges
Fortunately, in Berlin we were given a new chance. During our one and a half year's struggle we received an incredible amount of support from all over the world. In February 2005 the Humboldt University in Berlin decided to maintain the Department of Library Science (which has now changed it's name to Department of Library and Information Science), and now there is space even to expand.
After having presented our book projects at the Berlin-Brandenburg Library Science Colloquium as well as at the German Library Congress in Leipzig 2004 and in Düsseldorf 2005 we were invited to give a paper at the World Library and Information Congress in Oslo, Finland, 2005. The students were welcomed very friendly in the workshop of the IFLA Section "Education & Training" (SET) -so the students left Oslo highly motivated both on behalf of their scientific education and their professional future.
At that time the IFLA Section "Education & Training" was looking for a new editor for their SET Bulletin. After the given paper in the SET workshop the section's Standing Committee found, that the group from Berlin's Institute should be asked to volunteer. So the new editor's team in Berlin created a new profile for the bulletin, collecting news and articles for the next issue and integrated as one main point in this new concept the focus on the new LIS generation! The first issue of the new SET Bulletin is for January 2006, and it is available on the internet on the section's homepage www.ifla.org/VII/s23/index.htm
Looking forward
The new book project for the summer term 2006 is already in advance. It will be published both traditionally in a printed version and in the XML format for open access on the Humboldt University's own server. As there was a large common opinion within the German LIS community to realize open access for these book projects we are now going to take up the challenge. But it will not be easy to find a well known commercial publisher accepting both open access and financing a printed edition. Even a low-price printed book must be financed in any way, and there is a risk for the publisher for not beeing able to sell printed copies when the articles are also for free on the internet.
Resumée
The LIS students at Humboldt University are very enthusiastic about these project seminars because they get valuable practical experience which complements skills acquired in other more theoretical courses.
These seminars prepare students for an academic career, including skills needed for publishing or editing scientific books or articles, and develop their understanding of quality aspects in the world of publishing. They get in contact to professional librarians and authors outside the university which is an important bonus for their professional career prospects. Presenting the results on national and international congresses they learn to look and go outside their own world and come together with colleagues from other countries, to find ideas for cooperating projects. In an IFLA 2005-review article for a German library journal they wrote: "You'll learn so much as you never have believed before."
For further information please visit the project's website: www.ib.hu-berlin.de/buchidee
